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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES 
  

   Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 28(a) and Circuit Rule 

28(a)(1), appellants certify as follows: 

 A.  Parties and Amici 

Appellants are Matthew J. Faiella, Daniel J. Herber, and James N. Saul, also 

acting as putative class representatives.  Also before the District Court, but not 

before this Court on appeal, were plaintiffs Christopher D. Coleman, Sean M. 

Gerlich, James K. Gooch, Benjamin M. Meier, Ryan S. Spiegel, and Jennifer A.  

Zajak. 

Appellee is the United States Department of Justice.  Also before the 

District Court, but not before this Court on appeal, were individual defendants 

Louis G. DeFalaise, Michael J. Elston, Alberto R. Gonzales, Monica M. Goodling, 

and Esther S. McDonald. 

No amicus appeared before the District Court.  However, while appellants 

are not yet aware of a final decision on such a step, several organizations have 

expressed an interest in, and currently are considering, seeking leave to participate 

as amici in support of appellants in this appeal. 

B.  Rulings Under Review 

Appellants seek review of the Memorandum Opinions and Orders issued by 
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the District Court (Bates, J.) on September 16, 2009 (Docket Nos. 96-97) (J.A. at 

___), November 13, 2009 (Docket No. 116) (J.A. at ___), April 19, 2010 (Docket 

No. 133) (J.A. at ___), June 4, 2010 (Docket No. 139) (J.A. at ___), and December 

15, 2011 (Docket No. 185) (J.A. at ___), as to appellee United States Department 

of Justice.  Only the District Court’s initial ruling, its Memorandum Opinion and 

Order of September 16, 2009, is published, at 659 F. Supp. 2d 1.    

C.   Related Cases 

This appeal is taken from rulings issued under civil case number 08-1134 

(JDB) in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.  During the 

pendency of the proceedings below, appellants sought interlocutory appeal of the 

District Court’s rulings on class certification, pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 23(f); their petition for permission to appeal was filed on June 18, 2010, 

was docketed in this Court under Miscellaneous No. 10-8003, and was denied by 

per curium docket order (“denying petition for leave to file petition”) issued by 

this Court on October 5, 2010.    

There are no related cases pending before this Court or any other court in 

the United States at this time. 
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No. 09-5354 
 

IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

 
SEAN M. GERLICH, ET AL.,  

                              Plaintiffs-Appellants,  
  v. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,   

                              Defendant-Appellee.  
_________________________ 

 
ON APPEAL FROM THE 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
_________________________ 

 
BRIEF FOR APPELLANTS 
_________________________ 

  

INTRODUCTION 

This is a case of extraordinarily gross agency wrongdoing -- nothing less 

than the corruption of the premier government attorney hiring program in the 

nation by the cabinet department regularly charged with enforcing, not violating, 

our nation’s laws.  From blatant violations of long-respected civil service rules, to 

flagrant records-maintenance practices, to grossly self-serving record destruction   

-- all at the highest levels of the United States Department of Justice -- this case 

now cries out for strong and effective accountability.  And it is all the more sadly 
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ironic that the very law that affords such accountability here, the Privacy Act of  

1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a, is one on which the defendant federal agency itself guides 

all others. 

Plaintiffs seek at long last some meaningful measure of that accountability, 

and appropriate compensation, trusting that it will serve as an appropriate 

deterrent to future such wrongdoing as well.  Accord Doe v. Chao, 540 U.S. 614, 

645 (2004) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (“[I]t is undisputed [that] Congress sought to 

give the Privacy Act teeth by deterring violations and providing remedies when 

violations occur.”); Doe v. United States, 821 F.2d 694, 713 (D.C. Cir. 1987) 

(Mikva, J., dissenting) (observing that Privacy Act damage judgments can 

“encourage improvement of the informational quality of government records”); 

Rimkus v. Islamic Republic of Iran, 750 F. Supp. 2d 163, 185-86 (D.D.C. 2010) 

(observing that damages can “help prevent even a single future” such violation). 

This case is extraordinary in multiple respects, including the fact that so 

much of its basic fact pattern was established as a matter of formal agency self-

investigation prior to it being filed.  Indeed, even before significant factual 

elaboration through discovery and the further admissions made at oral argument, 

the elements of plaintiffs’ Privacy Act claims were well established in this case. 
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ISSUES PRESENTED 

1.  Whether the District Court, in its Memorandum Opinion and Order of  

December 15, 2011, correctly refused to employ equitable principles applicable to 

gross record destruction, denied plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment, and 

granted summary judgment to defendant, based upon: 

a.  Its stated view that the Federal Records Act (“FRA”), 44 U.S.C. §§ 3101, 

et seq., “does not directly require [any] specific documents to be preserved”; that, 

in effect, a federal agency can destroy whatever records it chooses, through use of 

a standard that is “inherently subjective”; and that therefore a spoliation sanction 

in this case is “not available after the fact”; 

b.  Its evident failure to consider the applicability of the Department of 

Justice’s and the National Archives and Records Administration’s specific 

issuances of 2004 and 2005 (i.e., post-1981 and pre-2009) that governed 

defendant’s record-destruction obligations with respect to the Honors Program’s 

“deselection records” in 2006;1 

                                                           
1 For purposes of both clarity and consistency, plaintiffs will refer to the records 
involved here as the “deselection records.”  These records began their life cycle as 
“paper printouts” of applications that were submitted by applicants to the Attorney 
General’s Honors Program in electronic form.  It is undisputed that in 2006 the 
Department established a “Screening Committee” to review all Honors Program 
“selections,” that these paper printouts were the “working papers” of this 
“deselection” process, that sometimes during that process they were annotated 
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c.  Its evident refusal to consider that defendant had effectively conceded its 

obligation not to destroy the deselection records in this case;  

d.  Its evident refusal to consider that defendant, having already committed 

extremely egregious underlying misconduct, had an obligation not to destroy the 

deselection records on that basis alone; 

e.  Its unduly narrow application of the spoliation doctrine under this 

Court’s controlling precedent of Talavera v. Shah, 638 F.3d 303 (D.C. Cir. 2011);  

f.  Its evident refusal to consider the application of broad equitable 

principles even apart from the formal spoliation doctrine under the extraordinary 

circumstances of this case;  

g.  Its possible failure to consider the logical effect of its denial of class 

certification, on equitable discretion grounds, as part of its dispositive summary 

judgment analysis; and  

h.  Its failure to effectuate the underlying purposes of the Privacy Act as  

recognized both by the Supreme Court and in the precedents of this Court. 

 

                                                           
with information about applicants obtained from the Internet, and that sometimes 
they were supplemented with records printed out from the Internet.  They thus 
became different in character, as a set of undeniably significant “working papers,” 
than what they were at the outset.  Despite that, they soon thereafter were put in a 
“burn bag” and destroyed. 
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2.  Whether the District Court, in its Memorandum Opinion and Order of  

September 16, 2009, and as reiterated in its Memorandum and Order of November 

13, 2009, properly dismissed plaintiffs’ claims under multiple subsections of 

section (e) of the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e), based upon its determination 

that the records destroyed by defendant simply “were never actually incorporated 

into a ‘system of records’” within the meaning of the Privacy Act.  

3.  Whether the District Court, in its Memorandum Opinion and Order of 

April 19, 2010, and as reiterated in its Order of June 4, 2010, properly denied 

plaintiffs’ motion for class certification without equitable consideration of its 

merits.2 

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

 This Court has jurisdiction over this case pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1291, as 

an appeal from a final adjudication by the United States District Court for the 

District of Columbia.   

                                                           
2 One additional issue that could be presented in this appeal is the correctness of 
the District Court’s decision to grant defendant leave to amend its Answer in order 
to add an overlooked “mitigation of damages” defense as to two of the three 
plaintiffs.  See Memorandum Opinion of Dec. 15, 2011 (“Dec. 2011 Opinion”), at 
7-9, 33 (J.A. at ___).  However, plaintiffs have chosen instead to ask the Court to 
focus on the heart of the case (and its implications) in this appeal.  (Likewise, as to 
the case’s original FRA issue, plaintiffs have taken that to have effectively been 
merged into the subsequent spoliation issue on this appeal.) 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 The shameful facts of this case are fundamentally not in dispute, owing 

largely to the foundational report issued by defendant’s own Inspector General 

(“IG”), and then to the revealing deposition discovery that was presciently 

permitted by the District Court.  The case’s underlying facts, “deplorable” as they 

are,3 come from these two very basic information sources.   

First came the report, which is entitled “An Investigation of Allegations of 

Politicized Hiring in the Department of Justice Honors Program and Summer Law 

Intern Program” (June 24, 2008) (“IG Report”), and which was issued six days 

prior to the commencement of this suit.  And second, these findings of defendant’s 

                                                           
3 This characterization comes from the District Court’s early assessment of this 
case, when the IG’s findings were still relatively fresh.  See Tr. of Oral Argument, 
Aug. 18, 2009, at 70 (J.A. at ___).  Compare Dec. 2011 Opinion at 1 (J.A. at ___) 
(referring to “dark chapter” in “Department of Justice’s history”).  Plaintiffs 
emphasize it here because the depth of the agency corruption involved in this case 
goes to the very heart of the Privacy Act’s underlying purpose of deterring such 
wrongful agency conduct.  See Part IV infra.  While plaintiffs do not quarrel with 
the District Court’s subsequent observation that “the evidence before [the Court] 
must [nonetheless] be objectively analyzed under the law,” Dec. 2011 Opinion at 2 
(J.A. at ___), they do respectfully suggest that the District Court lost sight of the 
legal significance of these extreme underlying facts.  Simply put, the final judicial 
ruling in this case either will serve to deter such Privacy Act-violative conduct in 
the future or else it will signal to federal agencies that they are legally free to do 
any or all of what this defendant agency so appallingly did in 2006.  There really is 
no middle ground.  And the fact of the matter is that the District Court ultimately 
took no discernible cognizance of this.  See Part IV infra. 
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Inspector General have been supplemented by the extensive discovery -- including 

deposition discovery of the four main Justice Department officials involved -- that 

was permitted by the District Court specifically in support of plaintiffs’ Privacy 

Act claims.  See Memorandum and Order of Dec. 4, 2009, at 4 (J.A. at ___).4 

The Inspector General Report 

The Inspector General report of June 24, 2008 provided a unique foundation 

for this case.5  This IG investigation determined that in the fall of 2006, under the 

authority of Attorney General Alberto R. Gonzales, defendant Department of 

Justice established a “Screening Committee” for its Attorney General’s Honors 

Program decisionmaking that year, one that not only corruptly “politicized” that 

decisionmaking through improper applicant “deselection” but did so through what 

is a Privacy Act-prohibited process of “Internet searching” and adverse record 

creation.  IG Report at 68-79, 80-83, 92-96 (J.A. at ___).6  In short, the IG found 

                                                           
4 References to the parties’ Joint Appendix, which is being prepared on a deferred 
basis in accordance with F.R.A.P. 30 and D.C. Cir. Rule 30, are designated as 
“(J.A.).” 

5 This report, which was the first of three similar such reports, is readily available 
through the Department of Justice’s Office of the Inspector General Web site at 
http://www.justice.gov/oig/special/s0806/index.htm. 
6 It is most significant that early in this case (i.e., as advocacy for the district 
court’s threshold “system of records” ruling), defendant’s then-principal counsel 
argued to the District Court that defendant’s supplementation of deselection 
records consisted merely of “random notes” and “little jottings . . .  It was nothing 
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that a young political appointee, Counsel to the Associate Attorney General Esther 

S. McDonald, had systematically created Internet-based records that were then 

intentionally used to the corrupt disadvantage of up to 170 Honors Program 

deselectees.  See id.  Because Ms. McDonald abruptly resigned literally on the eve 

of her Inspector General interview -- and, even more dramatically, the official 

paperwork with which she worked had almost immediately been suspiciously 

destroyed -- some questions remained as to the full scope of the Department’s 

appalling activities.  See id. at 68-69, 75 (J.A. at ___).  

Discovery Revelations 

 The discovery conducted in this case revealed further facts that made this 

shocking picture even clearer.   First, the deposition of former Attorney General 

Gonzales made it quite clear that at the very highest levels of the Justice 

Department during his tenure there was simply no regard for statutes such as the 

Federal Records Act and the Privacy Act.  See Gonzales Dep. Tr., Sept. 27, 2010, 

at 60-65 (J.A. at ___) (admitting to possibility that “during [his] entire tenure as 

Attorney General . . . no one in [his] office received any guidance, instruction or 

the like with respect to the exercise of judgment in relation to the Federal Records 

                                                           
more, nothing less than that.  It was very innocent stuff.”  Tr. of Oral Argument, 
Aug. 18, 2009, at 21, 23 (J.A. at ___) (emphasis added) (going so far as to 
represent:  “I guarantee you it’s the practice of everybody.”).  This characterization  
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Act”).  This was corroborated by former Special Assistant to the Attorney General 

and White House Liaison Monica M. Goodling, who among other things admitted 

further that no one, not once during her eighteen-month tenure in the Attorney 

General’s Office, even mentioned the Privacy Act to her, let alone informed her of 

its prohibitions.  See Goodling Dep. Tr., Sept. 8, 2010, at 147-51 (J.A. at ___). 

Evidently, this utter lack of regard for the basic requirements of both the 

Privacy Act and the Federal Records Act prevailed in the Offices of the Deputy 

Attorney General and Associate Attorney General as well.  Among other damning 

things, former Chief of Staff Michael J. Elston testified that he considered it to be 

the responsibility of only those other than himself to be concerned about the 

particular requirements of those two basic administrative statutes.  See, e.g., Elston 

Dep. Tr., Aug. 10, 2010, at 141, 160 (J.A. at ___).  And McDonald, when pressed 

at her deposition, testified that she knew virtually nothing of either statute’s 

requirements during her tenure either.  See, e.g., McDonald Dep. Tr., July 27, 

2010, at 122, 124-25, 216 (J.A. at ___); see also DOJ Letters of Apr. 1, 2009, at 1, 

and Dec. 23, 2009, at 1 (J.A. at ___) (evidencing dearth of Privacy Act training in 

Justice Department leadership offices). 

In particular, these two key Justice Department officials also admitted, inter 

                                                           
ultimately proved to be false.  See also note 14 infra and accompanying text. 
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alia, that:  (1) McDonald was greatly encouraged by Elston in her “successful” use 

of the Internet for her applicant-deselection work; (2) Elston determined that he 

was too “busy” to act on any concerns about what McDonald was doing; and (3) 

Elston expressed relief at his own earlier destruction of the deselection records 

when faced with a congressional inquiry on the subject.  See, e.g., Elston Dep. Tr. 

at 33, 36, 104, 107, 113-14, 295-300 (J.A. at ___); McDonald Dep. Tr. at 24-25, 

121, 123, 124-25, 261-62 (J.A. at ___).      

Oral Argument Admissions 

 The facts of this case were compounded one final time, abruptly so, at the 

oral argument held on October 14, 2011.  Specifically, under questioning from the 

bench, government counsel expressly admitted what plaintiffs had long believed to 

be true:  That McDonald had in fact conducted “Internet searches” on at least two 

of the three plaintiffs remaining before the Court.  Tr. of Oral Argument, Oct. 14, 

2011 (J.A. at ___).7  This colloquy between the District Court and government 

counsel had an evident effect on how it proceeded with the case’s adjudication, as 

it then ordered the parties to submit supplemental briefs regarding what had been 

admitted.  See Minute Order of Oct. 17, 2011, at 1 (J.A. at ___). 

                                                           
7 As for the third plaintiff, plaintiff Saul, there is no good basis for concluding (or 
even thinking conclusively) that McDonald did not search for and create adverse 
records regarding him.  See notes 9 and 11 infra and accompanying text. 
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 In sum, what these facts amount to is that a cabinet agency not only 

successfully corrupted a prestigious career attorney hiring process at its highest 

levels, it did so through statutorily prohibited conduct for which a deterrent 

remedy is provided by law but from which it then managed to insulate itself by 

callous destruction of the only direct evidence of what it had done and to exactly 

whom it had done it. 

RULINGS BELOW 

 This class action suit began as primarily a Privacy Act case, was expanded 

to include Bivens claims on which plaintiffs aggressively sought what they termed 

“jurisdictional discovery,” and then (with the benefit of very fruitful deposition 

discovery) contracted to a Privacy Act case that ultimately pivoted on a relatively 

narrower question of record destruction. 

Rulings of September 16, 2009 

In its initial Memorandum Opinion of September 16, 2009 (“Sept. 2009 

Opinion”), the District Court in one manner or another disposed of several parties 

and claims.  For present purposes, it is most significant that it applied an extremely 

narrow, unnecessarily mechanical view of Privacy Act applicability such that 

certain provisions of Privacy Act subsection (e) were foreclosed from later 

providing a basis for a “duty to preserve” within the District Court’s ultimate 
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spoliation analysis.  See Sept. 2009 Opinion at 23 (J.A. at ___). 

Plaintiffs sought reconsideration of this ruling, but on November 13, 2009, 

that motion was denied in its entirety.  See Part II infra.  

Ruling of April 19, 2010 

This case was filed as a class action on behalf of exactly 170 2006 Honors 

Program “deselectees,” but due to plaintiffs’ inadvertent noncompliance with a 

local timing rule, which the District Court declined to exercise its discretion to 

excuse, plaintiffs’ class certification motion was denied on April 19, 2010, without 

consideration of its merits.  Plaintiffs promptly sought reconsideration of this 

ruling on several grounds, pointing out among other things that the certification 

denial was based upon both faulty facts and a misapplication of the “excusable 

neglect” standard, but that motion was denied on June 4, 2010.   

Because of the logical connection between class certification and this case’s 

foreseeable ultimate adjudication (i.e., that the putative class as a whole requires 

no equitable inference to prevail on the facts of this case), plaintiffs immediately 

petitioned this Court for leave to appeal this ruling on an interlocutory basis under 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(f).  On October 5, 2010, however, this Court 

denied that petition (under the caption In re Saul, Misc. No. 10-8003) in a per 

curium docket order, but only insofar as it declined to exercise its discretion to 
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entertain it at that time.  The procedural infirmity of the District Court’s highly 

unusual class certification denial is therefore now part of this appeal.  See Part III 

infra.   

Rulings of December 15, 2011 

 The District Court issued its final ruling by adjudicating the parties’ cross-

motions for summary judgment, plaintiffs’ defensive motion for the imposition of 

spoliation sanctions, and defendant’s motion for leave to amend its Answer in 

order to add an overlooked defense.  It denied both of plaintiffs’ motions and 

granted both of defendant’s motions, even the seemingly mooted motion to amend.  

See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 33 (J.A. at ___).8   

The primary, or most direct, basis for these rulings was the supplemental 

memoranda filed by the respective parties, simultaneously and under a 15-page 

length limit, which in light of admissions made by defendant’s principal trial 

counsel at oral argument focused almost exclusively on the matter of record 

destruction.  See Minute Order of Oct. 17, 2011, at 1 (J.A. at ___).  In other words, 

after all that had been filed in the case previously, over the course of more than 

                                                           
8 The District Court’s ultimate decision did at least make clear that the appropriate 
spoliation sanction in this case would indeed be one firmly “establishing that the 
Department maintained inappropriate records about” all of the plaintiffs (and 
presumably putative class members) in particular.  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 15 n.7 
(J.A. at ___). 
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three years, the parties did not at all join issue on the substance of this pivotal final 

round of briefing. 

 The District Court issued its ultimate decision on December 15, 2011, a 

month after the supplemental briefing, and in so doing it did not address much of 

what had been argued on the pending motions, including several significant parts 

of -- and key evidence contained within -- plaintiffs’ supplemental memorandum.  

See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 15-19 (J.A. at ___).  Remarkably, it also spoke of 

“evidence” in the case that actually was not properly before the Court as evidence 

of anything.  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 15 (J.A. at ___).  In fact, the District Court 

seemed entirely unaware of that serious evidentiary deficiency on defendant’s part, 

as well as of the key evidence that at the same time had properly been placed 

before the Court by plaintiffs.  See id. (speaking of defendant’s utterly 

unauthenticated “Ex. 4” as “evidence in the record,” but not at all of plaintiffs’ 

proper evidentiary submissions).9 

                                                           
9 The looming fact here is that “Exhibit 4” of defendant’s supplemental brief 
which is the foundation both for the arguments of that brief and in turn for the 
District Court’s ruling, is of such nature that it unquestionably is not competent, 
admissible evidence of anything -- which plaintiffs did, anticipatorily, indicate to 
the District Court.  See Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Memorandum in Further Support 
of Their Pending Motions, filed Nov. 10, 2011 (“Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief”), 
at 9-11 & n.12 (pointing out that defendant’s exhibit failed to meet “proper 
evidentiary standards”); see also IG Report at 41 n.29, 77 (J.A. at ___) 
(acknowledging that IG “was unable to reconstruct what information McDonald 
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   The District Court’s opinion oddly began with an adjudication of 

defendant’s motion for leave to amend.  See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 7-9 (J.A. at 

___).  After first adjudicating that tertiary issue in defendant’s favor (which led to 

the amendment of defendant’s Answer soon thereafter), and consistent with its 

prior decision of September 16, 2009, the District Court focused on plaintiffs’ 

existing causes of action under subsections (e)(5) and (e)(7) of the Privacy Act.  

Id. at 10-13 (J.A. ___).  But see also Part II infra.  In so doing, it logically 

reasoned that these Privacy Act provisions could be violated in this case only by 

“an inappropriate record,” i.e., a “written annotation or printout . . . created from 

an Internet search.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 14 (J.A. at ___). 

 Because defendant had in the end taken the extreme position that despite its 

gross destruction of the deselection records it nevertheless could make a “failure 

of proof” defense, the District Court then proceeded with an examination of what 

it termed the “evidence in the record,” observing that it “ha[d] been presented with 

relatively direct as well as some indirect evidence.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 15 (J.A. 

at ___).  It identified as “the more direct form of evidence” what it labeled as 

“certain information about the Internet searches actually performed by Ms. 

                                                           
obtained from the Internet”). 
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McDonald.”  Id. (citing “Def.’s Supplemental Mem. [Docket Entry 182] at 11 [&] 

Ex. 4”). 

 The District Court then immediately (and somewhat inexplicably) focused 

solely on plaintiff Saul.  It stated, as if it were an established fact (which it was 

not), that defendant was “able to retrieve evidence of Internet searches conducted 

on many other Honors Program applicants but not Mr. Saul.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion 

at 15-16 (J.A. at ___) (citing “Def.’s Supplemental Mem. at 12-13”).  Based upon 

this, it concluded that “the evidence establishes that Ms. McDonald did not 

conduct searches on Mr. Saul.”  Id. at 16 (J.A. at ___).10  This led the District 

Court to immediately conclude, “therefore,” that it had been “presented with 

convincing evidence that Ms. McDonald performed Internet searches on [only] 

two of the three plaintiffs.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 16 (J.A. at ___); see also id.  

(speaking of perceived “strong evidence weighing against” plaintiff Saul).11   

                                                           
10 In point of fact, defendant had never actually gone so far as to take such an 
overly aggressive position in this case, preferring previously to instead treat its 
record destruction as somehow “immaterial.”  See note 21 infra. 
 
11 The District Court also stated that plaintiffs had “presented no affirmative 
evidence that an Internet search was performed on Mr. Saul,” Dec. 2011 Opinion 
at 16 (J.A. at ___), which of course could not conclusively be evinced in the 
negative either, given the circumstances surrounding defendant’s wholesale record 
destruction.  See also id. at 32 (J.A. at ___) (reiterating, notwithstanding known 
evidentiary deficiencies, that “no evidence exists suggesting that an Internet search 
was even performed on Mr. Saul”). 
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The District Court then took this flawed foundation to the next logical step  

-- the examination of what it referred to as “indirect evidence.”  Dec. 2011 

Opinion at 16 (J.A. at ___).  Again focusing exclusively on plaintiff Saul, it 

acknowledged the existence of several “internal documents” indicating that “the 

treatment of Mr. Saul was quite unusual.”  Id. at 17 (J.A. at ___).  And it 

considered the possibility that, as defendant tentatively phrased it, the plaintiffs 

“may have been” deselected on the basis of some reason other than “information 

found on the Internet and added to their applications” by McDonald.  Id.  It also 

acknowledged the significance of much “information available on the Internet” 

about the plaintiffs, though it specifically addressed only such information 

pertaining to plaintiff Saul, id. at 17-18 (J.A. at ___), not such information as 

plaintiff Herber’s election to a city council as a Green Party member -- much less 

that McDonald evidently conducted a search on him that in fact successfully 

identified him as a well-known Green Party standard bearer.12  

                                                           
12 It is thus not without significance that plaintiff Herber had been selected by the 
Justice Department’s Environmental and Natural Resources Division.  In fact, 
however, the District Court never even acknowledged the existence of such 
particular information about either plaintiff Herber or plaintiff Faiella, 
characterizing it generally as “conjecture” rather than “evidence.”  Dec. 2011 
Opinion at 32 (J.A. at ___).  Compare id. at 33 n.6 (J.A. at ___) (speaking of 
absence of “further evidence” from plaintiffs).  But in point of fact, that additional 
evidence was submitted in the form of the supplemental declarations of plaintiffs 
Herber and Faiella, together with plaintiffs’ supplemental memorandum, on 
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The District Court also reviewed some of the information that had been 

obtained through discovery in the case, with a single exception restricting this to 

that which defendant had “emphasize[d].”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 18-19 (J.A. at 

___).  It did not, for instance, mention the stunning testimony of Ms. McDonald 

about Mr. Elston wanting to “institutionalize” her Internet searching, so pleased 

was he with the results that she had obtained up to that point.  See Plaintiffs’ 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Their Motion for Summary 

Judgment, filed May 20, 2011, at 26-27 (quoting McDonald Dep. Tr. at 124-25 

(J.A. at ___)).  And it similarly placed evident weight on McDonald’s “repeated 

offers” at her deposition to try to recall plaintiffs’ applications in particular, see 

Dec. 2011 Opinion at 19 (J.A. at ___) -- despite the demonstrated fact that her 

counsel already had categorically stated on her behalf that she was absolutely 

unable to actually do so.  See McDonald Dep. Tr. at 262 (J.A. at ___). 

After all of this, the District Court reached the conclusion that “[t]he most 

direct evidence of whether Ms. McDonald created inappropriate records about the 

plaintiffs would, of course, be the records themselves.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 19 

                                                           
November 10, 2011.  See Declaration of Daniel J. Herber, filed Nov. 10, 2011, at 
¶¶ 2-4 (J.A. at ___); Declaration of Matthew J. Faiella, filed Nov. 10, 2011, at ¶¶ 
2-4 (J.A. at ___).  There is no discernible evidence that the District Court even 
made itself aware of these plaintiffs’ submissions, much less focused on the fatal 
evidentiary deficiencies of defendant’s counterpart submission. 
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(J.A. at ___).  It then proceeded to consider the appropriateness of spoliation 

sanctions as a fair curative measure, doing so based solely on plaintiffs’ oft-stated 

position that defendant had “violated the Federal Records Act.”  Id. at 15, 20 (J.A. 

at ___); see also id. at 20-29 (J.A. at ___) (addressing Federal Records Act as sole 

perceived spoliation basis).13   

As to that, the District Court conducted an analysis of the Federal Records 

Act’s “legal framework,” one that did take some cognizance of that 

governmentwide statute’s basic requirements for records maintenance, records 

disposition, and even the “adequate and proper documentation” of agency 

decisions.  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 21-22 (J.A. at ___).  That done, however, it then 

pointed to something identified in defendant’s supplemental memorandum -- a 

records disposition schedule that was created by the Department of Justice for the 

records of its Honors Program as it existed in 1981, which required record 

preservation for only one year.  See id. at 22-23 (J.A. at ___) (citing defendant’s 

“Exhibit 1”).  Atop that, the District Court immediately thereupon devoted a half-

                                                           
13 See also Dec. 2011 Opinion at 20, 23 (J.A. at ___) (same).  Indeed, while it 
matters not at all with respect to plaintiffs’ principal arguments on this appeal (see 
Parts I.A and I.B infra), the fact is that the District Court erroneously proceeded as 
if plaintiffs had contended that “the destruction of the files constituted spoliation 
[only] because it violated the Federal Records Act.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 2 (J.A. 
at ___).  This was incorrect.  See Parts I.C, I.D, and I.E infra; see also Parts I.F and 
II infra. 
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page discussion inexplicably to “a new disposition schedule” that was created in 

the year 2009.  Id. at 23 (J.A. at ___).    

The District Court then turned briefly to plaintiffs’ arguments about the 

Federal Records Act’s applicability to the deselection records in this case, 

including their position, in response to the District Court’s post-argument Minute 

Order, that “they are members of the classes sought to be protected by the FRA.”  

Dec. 2011 Opinion at 23-24 (J.A. at ___).  It also addressed, in an odd fashion, the 

very fundamental disagreement between the parties over the true nature of the 

deselection records; it said:  “Plaintiffs object to the characterization of these 

materials as ‘random notes’ or ‘scraps of paper.’”  Id. at 23 (J.A. at ___).  In point 

of fact, however, plaintiffs had more than merely “objected” to defendant’s 

characterization; they had shown it to be false.14 

                                                           
14 See note 6 supra.  Nevertheless, defendant obstinately continued to use the 
phrase “scraps of paper” repeatedly (i.e., three times, plus one “scribbles”) 
thereafter, as if it were significant that it continue do so.  See, e.g., Defendant 
Department of Justice’s Reply Memorandum in Support of its Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment and in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion for Imposition of 
Spoliation Sanctions, filed Aug. 19, 2011 (“Defendant’s Spoliation Opposition 
Memorandum”), at 18.  Indeed, defendant’s counsel even used the phrase “scraps 
of paper” again at the final oral argument.  Tr. of Oral Argument, Oct. 14, 2011 
(J.A. at ___).  In striking contrast to this, Mr. Elston, the principal agency actor 
involved, candidly referred to the deselection records (and their augmented 
contents) as “working” papers.  See Elston Dep. Tr. at 46 (J.A. at ___) (“I refer to 
them as working copies”).  Compare 36 C.F.R. § 1222.12(c) (NARA regulation 
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The District Court then proceeded to discuss what it termed as “[t]he 

problem with plaintiffs’ spoliation argument,” stating its “view” that the Federal 

Records Act “does not directly require specific documents to be preserved.”  Dec. 

2011 Opinion at 24 (J.A. at ___) (emphasis added).  Rather, its view of the FRA, 

expressed in the absence of any case law clearly to the contrary, was that 

individual agencies can “decide which materials are or are not ‘appropriate for 

preservation.’”  Id.  Most specifically, it determined that the Justice Department 

had effectively decided (in 1981) that “internal deliberations about candidates 

would not be preserved” and that even the blatant deselection record destruction in 

this case was simply “consistent with that policy.”  Id.  Therefore it concluded that 

“plaintiffs are not entitled to a spoliation inference” in this case.  Id.; see also id. 

(“a spoliation inference is, in the Court’s view, not available after the fact” here).15 

After its discussions of collateral matters, the District Court then returned to  

                                                           
calling for preservation of “[w]orking files”) with Dec. 2011 Opinion at 27 (J.A. at 
___) (evincing strained effort to diminish same). 
 
15 Before reaching this conclusion within the span of a single page, however, the 
District Court paused to observe collaterally (if not gratuitously) that (1) “a 
decision by an agency about what records ought to be preserved might itself be 
subject to challenge as inconsistent with the FRA,” and (2) “the absence of any 
decision-making by an agency might warrant a spoliation inference.”  Dec. 2011 
Opinion at 24 (J.A. at ___); see also id. at 24-25 (J.A. at ___) (speaking similarly 
of collateral jurisdictional matters under the FRA). 
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its view of the Federal Records Act, emphasizing again that the statute “does not 

itself directly classify specific materials as records requiring preservation.”  Dec. 

2011 Opinion at 26 (J.A. at ___) (emphasis added).16  It stressed that “[t]he Act 

does not define ‘adequate and proper documentation,’” leaving that term, in its 

view, “inherently subjective” and “subject to ‘the judgment of the agency.’”  Id. at 

27 (J.A. at ___).  It sought to draw support for this from this Court’s decision in 

Armstrong v. Bush, 1 F.3d 1274 (D.C. Cir. 1993), but could do so only for the 

proposition that an agency “undoubtedly does have some discretion” to decide 

what is “a record.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 27 (J.A. at ___) (quoting 1 F.3d at 1283) 

(emphasis added).  And at the end of its analysis, it eventually did freely 

acknowledge that, “in one instance,” the Federal Records Act’s governmentwide 

implementation regulations -- at 36 C.F.R. § 1222.12(c) -- do specifically call for 

the preservation of “working files” such as the deselection records involved here.  

Dec. 2011 Opinion at 27 (J.A. at ___).   

However, in response to that, the District Court then just reasoned that “it 

cannot be the case that all ‘working files,’ no matter how preliminary or how 

minor, are appropriate for preservation.”  Id.  It therefore determined that “this 

                                                           
16 In fact, the District Court used the word “directly” (or “direct”) at least a half-
dozen times, over and again, in making clear its exact FRA view.  See also note 24 
infra and accompanying text. 
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regulation can only be interpreted” as actually not supporting a spoliation 

inference in this case.  Id. at 27-28 (J.A. at ___) (opining that “it is nonetheless 

true that this regulation does not directly apply to the materials in question”) 

(emphasis added); see also id. at 28 (J.A. at ___) (reasoning that “the FRA 

addresses general decisions made by agencies, not specific materials”). 

Thus, at bottom, the District Court rested its refusal to apply a spoliation 

inference solely on this particular view of the Federal Records Act, on defendant’s 

1981 issuance, and on what it took to be nothing other than defendant’s routine 

institutional action under it:  “There is therefore every reason to believe that DOJ 

chose not to preserve the type of materials about which plaintiffs seek an 

inference.”  Id.17 

Unlike with the previous two rulings under review, plaintiffs did not ask the 

District Court to reconsider this decision.18  

                                                           
17 Indeed, the District Court actually implied that it had no choice in the matter.  
See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 29 (J.A. at ___) (“But the Court cannot, after the fact, 
infer spoliation” here.); see also id. at 28 (J.A. at ___) (suggesting that the District 
Court was bound to reach such a decision by this Court’s “analysis of the 
regulations [at issue] in Talavera [v. Shah]”). 
 
18 The District Court capped off its analysis of this case’s egregious fact pattern by 
seeming to just fatalistically (or at least quite lightly) conclude that “[w]e will 
simply never know” whether any particular plaintiff (or, for that matter, putative 
class member) was deselected based upon “information added to their files as a 
result of Internet searches.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 33 (J.A. at ___). 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 This is an appeal in which the District Court’s decisions are, surprisingly, 

utterly rife with serious error.  First, the District Court formulated and then applied 

an erroneous “view” of the Federal Records Act itself that it found to preclude use 

of the spoliation doctrine as a remedy for defendant’s gross record destruction.  It 

then compounded this by incorrectly applying an out-of-date records-disposition 

schedule from 1981, rather than the applicable updated issuance that was created 

by the defendant agency in 2005. 

 Third and fourth, the District Court also erred in refusing to consider that 

defendant additionally had a duty to preserve the records involved given the clear 

concession it already had made in this case regarding Office of Special Counsel 

jurisdiction, and also the very extreme nature of its underlying wrongdoing, 

respectively.  All of the above was further compounded by the District Court’s 

unduly narrow conception and application of this Court’s controlling precedent in 

Talavera v. Shah, 638 F.3d 303 (D.C. Cir. 2011).  And the District Court also just 

ignored plaintiffs’ stated alternative position that even apart from the imposition 

of formal spoliation sanctions under that exact doctrine, broader equitable 

principles warranted a necessary evidentiary inference so that defendant would not 

benefit (to the disadvantage of plaintiffs and, potentially, putative class members 
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alike) from its own convenient record destruction.  

 Seventh, the District Court committed further error in its Memorandum 

Opinion of September 16, 2009 through an erroneously simplistic determination 

that the records destroyed by defendant “were never actually incorporated into a 

Privacy Act ‘system of records,’” thus incorrectly shielding defendant from the 

records-preservation obligations imposed by other provisions of Privacy Act 

subsection (e).  And the District Court also separately erred in its Memorandum 

Opinion and Order of April 19, 2010, in not exercising its discretion to permit it to 

consider plaintiffs’ motion for class certification on its merits, leading to the 

situation in which it could not, with absolute factual certainty, conclude that it had 

“specific plaintiffs” before it who definitely were among the injured “some.”  Dec. 

2011 Opinion at 14-15 (J.A. at ___).  (That inescapably would have been the case 

once the full class of 170 applicants was certified.) 

 Lastly, and as an error that pervades throughout, the District Court entirely 

failed to acknowledge and effectuate the underlying purposes of the Privacy Act as 

recognized by the Supreme Court and in the precedents of this Court.  In fact, one 

will search the District Court’s decision in vain for any recognition of the Privacy 

Act’s purposes (not to mention particular deterrent value) whatsoever. 

 In sum, the District Court effectively ruled that any federal agency can 
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violate the Privacy Act’s prohibitions (not to mention even the most basic of civil 

service principles) through perhaps the most blatant corruption of a government 

personnel process imaginable, then destroy at its own discretion the only direct 

evidence of that corrupt wrongdoing -- and then, when sued, successfully defend 

itself on the ground that every individual plaintiff (actual or putative) is “simply 

outside the bounds” of any legally possible recovery (let alone potential legal 

avenue for deterrence).  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 26 (J.A. at ___).   It thus would be 

an understatement to say that this ruling is defective several times over.   

ARGUMENT 

There are nine distinct grounds for this appeal, fewer than half of which 

were even addressed by the District Court, and every one of which compels 

reversal of the ruling(s) below.19  At stake (in ascending order) are the proper 

contours of the emerging doctrine of spoliation, the very viability and structure of 

                                                           
19 Indeed, the District Court’s final decision in this case appears almost to 
contemplate the inevitability of its reversal.  This is conveyed not only in the 
noticeable ambivalence of its Federal Records Act discussion, see Dec. 2011 
Opinion at 24-26, 28 (J.A. at ___), but also in the remarkable fact that it first 
devoted several pages to a matter -- i.e., the amendment of the Answer for a 
mitigation defense -- that would hold significance to the case only upon reversal 
and remand, see id. at 7-9 (J.A. at ___).  The District Court appears to have 
envisioned exactly that; else why would it have paid attention (let alone primary 
attention) to such an otherwise-mooted matter?  See id. at 9 (J.A. at ___) (opining 
that pursuit of mitigation-of-damages defense “is hardly futile” in this case); see 
also note 2 supra. 
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the Privacy Act as a remedial statute, and nothing less than the fundamental 

operation of records maintenance, records preservation, and records disposition 

throughout the executive branch.  Thus, briefly stated, this case carries 

“consequences.”  Accord, e.g., Nat’l Archives & Records Admin. v. Favish, 541 

U.S. 157, 170 (2004) (“The statutory scheme must be understood, moreover, in 

light of the consequences that would follow were we to adopt [respondent’s] 

position.”) (emphasis added) (considering analogous issue of personal privacy 

protection under the FOIA).20 

I. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN ULTIMATELY REFUSING   
TO APPLY EQUITABLE PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO GROSS 
RECORD DESTRUCTION AND IN THEREFORE REJECTING 
PLAINTIFFS’ PRIVACY ACT CLAIMS. 

 
 The gravamen of this case is that defendant Department of Justice ultimately 

took the extreme position that plaintiffs simply “cannot prove” that it created 

records about any particular Honors Program applicant-plaintiff (or potential class 

member), even though (or, actually, because) the best (and only direct) evidence of 

that (i.e., such records themselves) was callously destroyed in the Deputy Attorney 

General’s Office before this suit could be filed (or even the IG could examine 

                                                           
20 And this is without mentioning that nothing less than the integrity of the United 
States Department of Justice is unfortunately, but necessarily, implicated here as 
well. 
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them).  Defendant Department of Justice’s Memorandum of Law in Opposition to 

Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgment and in Support of Defendant’s Cross-

Motion for Summary Judgment, filed June 27, 2011, at 2; see also id. at 3, 4, 16-

17.21  Consequently, plaintiffs necessarily moved for the use of equitable sanctions 

in the case, a step that the District Court did not take based on its varying failure 

either to consider, or to find a basis for, doing so.  As is demonstrated below, 

however, this failure was erroneous in no fewer than nine distinct respects, each of 

which therefore now stands as an independent and alternative ground for reversal  

on this appeal.22 

 

                                                           
21 Quite significantly, defendant actually had hedged as to whether it ultimately 
would even make such an aggressive defense under the shameful circumstances of 
this case in the first place.  See Plaintiffs’ Meet and Confer Statement and Request 
for Status Conference, filed Oct. 14, 2010, at 3 (J.A. at ___) (recounting that 
defendant had as of then “downplay[ed this argument] it by referring to it as ‘a 
view’ and by vaguely observing that [the fact that it was arguably made as a class 
certification-related argument] ‘does not somehow bind the Department to make 
the argument in the first instance’ on cross-motions for summary judgment”). 
 
22 As for the standard of appellate review of these grounds, this Court has stated: 
“We review de novo both a summary judgment and a dismissal for failure to state 
a claim.”  Chambers v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 568 F.3d 998, 1003 (D.C. Cir. 
2009) (citing Islamic Am. Relief Agency v. Gonzales, 477 F.3d 728, 732 (D.C. Cir. 
2007)).  The class certification issue in Part III infra is reviewed for the District 
Court’s abuse of its discretion in refusing to grant leave for the correctness of class 
certification to be considered in this case on its merits. 
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A. THE DISTRICT COURT INCORRECTLY RULED THAT   
THE FEDERAL RECORDS ACT “DOES NOT DIRECTLY 
REQUIRE [ANY] SPECIFIC DOCUMENTS TO BE 
PRESERVED”; THAT IN EFFECT A FEDERAL AGENCY 
CAN DESTROY WHATEVER RECORDS IT CHOOSES, 
THROUGH USE OF A STANDARD THAT IS “INHERENTLY 
SUBJECTIVE”; AND THAT THEREFORE A SPOLIATION 
SANCTION IN THIS CASE IS “NOT AVAILABLE AFTER 
THE FACT.” 

 
Defendant’s legal obligation to preserve the deselection records arises (for 

 purposes of this case) primarily from the records-maintenance obligations that are 

placed upon all federal agencies by statute, i.e., the Federal Records Act, 44 

U.S.C. §§ 3101, et seq.  In short, the Federal Records Act is the primary statutory 

scheme governing the creation, maintenance, preservation, and disposition of 

documents (more technically referred to as “documentary materials”), or their 

electronic equivalents, by the departments and agencies of the executive branch.  

First and foremost, it defines “federal records” as: 

all books, papers, maps, photographs, machine readable materials, or other 
documentary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, made 
or received by an agency of the United States Government under Federal 
law or in connection with the transaction of public business and preserved 
or appropriate for preservation by that agency or its legitimate successor as 
evidence of the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, 
operations, or other activities of the Government or because of the 
informational value of data in them.  
 

44 U.S.C. § 3301 (emphasis added).  
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 Under Chapters 29, 31, and 33 of the Federal Records Act, Congress has 

vested the Archivist of the United States with broad authority to implement its 

requirements across the executive branch.  Pursuant to this grant of authority, the 

National Archives and Records Administration (“NARA”) issues governmentwide 

regulations to explicate the records-maintenance and records-disposition 

obligations that are placed upon federal agencies by the FRA.  The most basic of 

these regulations provides as follows:   

§ 1222.12  What types of documentary materials are Federal records? 
 
(a) General.  To ensure that complete and accurate records are made and 
retained in the Federal Government, agencies must distinguish between 
records and nonrecord materials by applying the definition of records (see 
44 U.S.C. 3301 and 36 CFR 1220.18 and 1222.10 of this subchapter) to 
agency documentary materials in all formats and media. 

(b) Record status.  Documentary materials are records when they meet the 
conditions specified in § 1222.10(b). 

(c) Working files and similar materials.  Working files, such as preliminary 
drafts and rough notes, and other similar materials, are records that must be 
maintained to ensure adequate and proper documentation if: 

(1) They were circulated or made available to employees, other than 
the creator, for official purposes such as approval, comment, action, 
recommendation, follow-up, or to communicate with agency staff 
about agency business; and 

(2) They contain unique information, such as substantive annotations 
or comments that adds to a proper understanding of the agency’s 
formulation and execution of basic policies, decisions, actions, or 
responsibilities. 

(d) Record status of copies.  The determination as to whether a particular 
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document is a record does not depend upon whether it contains unique 
information.  Multiple copies of the same document and documents 
containing duplicative information may each have record status depending 
on how they are used in conducting agency business. 

36 C.F.R. § 1222.12 (emphasis added). 
 
 These governmentwide Federal Records Act implementation regulations 

further specify that  

[t]o meet their obligation for adequate and proper documentation, agencies 
must [inter alia] (a) Document the persons, places, things, or matters dealt 
with by the agency. . . . (c) Make possible a proper scrutiny by the Congress 
or other duly authorized agencies of the Government . . . (e) Document the 
formulation and execution of basic policies and decisions and the taking of 
necessary actions, including all substantive decisions and commitments 
reached orally (person-to-person, by telecommunications, or in conference) 
or electronically . . . . 
 

36 C.F.R. § 1222.22(b) (emphasis added). 
 

By contrast, they also provide for a document category denominated as 

“nonrecord materials,” which can include such things as “extra copies” of 

documents that can readily be disposed of, “but only if the sole reason such copies 

are preserved [to begin with] is for convenience of reference.”  36 C.F.R.               

§ 1222.14(b) (emphasis added).  And they require agencies to responsibly preserve 

federal records and then dispose of them only according to official record 

schedules.  See 36 C.F.R. § 1230.10(a) (admonishing that “[r]ecords must not be 

destroyed except [as approved by NARA]”); see also 44 U.S.C. § 3302 (giving 
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NARA authority to establish or approve “schedules of records proposed for 

disposal”).  Thus, as a fundamental matter of firm statutory mandate (i.e., through 

the statute’s pointed use of the word “must”), the deselection records involved in 

this case were required to be preserved rather than automatically destroyed from 

the moment that they became the “working papers” of the Justice Department’s 

Honors Program Screening Committee.23 

The District Court, however, refused to accept this.  Rather, it formed a 

“view” of the Federal Records Act in which its plain records-preservation 

mandates are effectively overridden by a NARA regulation that in part speaks of 

preservation “in the judgment of the agency,” 36 C.F.R. § 1222.10(b) -- as if, for 

better or for worse, individual federal agencies can simply choose for themselves 

what and what not to preserve, regardless of what might be read on the Federal 

Records Act’s face.  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 22, 24 (J.A. at ___) (declaring without 

qualification that individual agencies can “decide which materials are or are not 

‘appropriate for preservation’”).   

                                                           
23 Simply put, any “print-out” page of an application that was modified or 
supplemented in any way became a primary memorialization of the Screening 
Committee’s work.  See 36 C.F.R. § 1222.12(c)(2) (speaking of “unique 
information, such as substantive annotations or comments”).  And as a set of such 
working papers, they became subject to the ordinary records-preservation 
requirements of the FRA even though they were extraordinary in location. 
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And the District Court emphasized that this decisionmaking is so 

“inherently subjective” that, in effect, individual agency “judgment” is not really 

bound by the Federal Record Act’s clear commands (e.g., as to “working papers”) 

in any particular case.  Id. at 27 (J.A. at ___).24  This was a solid analytical 

foundation for error.  

Most tellingly, the District Court acknowledged that “in one instance” (i.e., 

the basic preservation requirement for “working files”), the statutory scheme was 

to the contrary, but it readily dismissed this with a bald “strawman” observation 

that surely “it cannot be the case that all ‘working files,’ no matter how 

preliminary or how minor, are appropriate for preservation.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion 

at 27 (J.A. at ___) (emphasis added).25  Likewise, in the absence of any case law 

                                                           
24 To be sure, this gross analysis of the FRA required the District Court to take 
another deft step:  Its repeated conclusion that the FRA “does not directly require 
specific documents to be disclosed.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 24, 26, 28 (J.A. at ___) 
(emphasis added).  See also note 16 supra and accompanying text. 
 
25 This articulation echoed defendant’s most extreme suggestion that if the FRA 
were found to have required record maintenance as a basis for spoliation in this 
case, then “federal agencies would be required to expand exponentially the number 
of documents that they keep.”  Defendant’s Spoliation Opposition Memorandum 
at 18 n.14 (emphasis added) (“Moreover, finding that a spoliation adverse 
inference is violated [sic] whenever the FRA is violated would represent a 
breathtaking expansion of the spoliation doctrine.”) (emphasis added).  This 
reductio ad absurdum position, however, falls flat in the face of its converse:  Not 
finding that a clear FRA violation is a proper basis for adverse inferences here 
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on such a novel “view,” the District Court also reached for support from this 

Court’s seminal decision in Armstrong v. Bush -- but only for the proposition that 

an agency “undoubtedly does have some discretion” to decide what is “a record.”  

Id. (quoting Armstrong, 1 F.3d at 1283) (emphasis added).  That of course is a far 

cry from the absolute discretion, unbounded by firm statutory commands, that is 

essential to the District Court’s strained analysis and ultimate conclusion.   

Thus, the Federal Records Act’s fundamental records-preservation 

requirements -- which are all the more important where what to be preserved is the 

sole documentation for (or, as here, the very embodiment of) personnel 

decisionmaking -- unavoidably establish a duty that was breached in this case and 

well warrant, in and of themselves, use of the formal spoliation doctrine to cure 

the enormous evidentiary harm that was caused in this case by the official who 

appears to have been defendant’s principal malefactor (i.e., Mr. Elston). 

B. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN ENTIRELY          
FAILING TO CONSIDER THE APPLICABILITY                    
OF THE GOVERNMENT’S SPECIFIC ISSUANCES                 
OF 2004 AND 2005 THAT GOVERNED DEFENDANT’S 
RECORD-DESTRUCTION OBLIGATIONS FOR THE 
DESELECTION RECORDS. 

 
Moreover, even at a more specific level, i.e., that of agency-specific 

                                                           
would constitute a breathtaking degradation of the spoliation doctrine -- not to 
mention a prescription for future blatant FRA (as well as Privacy Act) violations. 
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issuances about records in particular, the District Court grossly erred in its analysis 

of this case.  In the final analysis, it became absolutely essential to the District 

Court’s conclusion that it rely on such a specific records-disposition issuance -- 

and, incredibly, it turned out to be one from the year 1981.   

Indeed, in its last-minute compliance with the District Court’s Minute Order 

of October 17, 2011, defendant abruptly took the new position that it had complied 

“exactly” with the Federal Records Act, through “a disposition schedule for 

Honors Program applications.”  Defendant Department of Justice’s Supplemental 

Memorandum Submitted Pursuant to This Court’s Minute Order of October 17, 

2011, filed on Nov. 10, 2011 (“Defendant’s Supplemental Brief”), at 4-5.  This 

“compliance” document, which defendant submitted as “Exhibit 1” to its 

supplemental brief, did not, it said, “include the type of materials at issue here,” 

which it argued “was sufficient to adequately document the process.”  Id. at 5.  

The District Court evidently based its decision about the Federal Records 

Act and spoliation flatly on this.  See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 22-23 (J.A. at ___); 

see also id. at 24 (speaking generally about “a records disposition policy”) (J.A. at 

___); 26 (speaking less directly of “the applicable records disposition schedule”) 

(J.A. at ___).  And it did so, surprisingly, even though it actually recognized that 
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“no one at the Department of Justice appears to have given any thought as to 

whether the materials used by the Screening Committee [in 2006] were 

appropriate for preservation.”  Id. at 28 (J.A. at ___).  Instead, it just called that 

“troubling,” and it nevertheless went on to conclude that what the Justice 

Department had done was sufficiently “in accordance with its duty under the 

FRA” for it to prevail.  Id.26  

Plaintiffs respectfully submit that this, in and of itself, was greatly 

erroneous, for several reasons.  First, the District Court placed pivotal reliance on 

an agency issuance that was more than two dozen years old at the time of its 

record destruction, and it did so without even bothering to permit the parties to 

join issue on such a thing.27  Second, there is the overwhelmingly significant fact 

that during those intervening years the very nature of the Honors Program 

application-review process changed enormously, shifting from a purely paper-

bound system to one that the Department had sought to operate almost entirely 

                                                           
26 Also more than a bit odd was the District Court’s treatment of that 1981 
issuance in its opinion:  Immediately after mentioning it, just briefly, it launched 
into a lengthier discussion of an updated version of it, one that was updated three 
years after the destruction, i.e., in the year 2009.  See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 23 
(J.A. at ___). 
 
27 As noted above, after defendant’s sudden admissions at oral argument, the 
District Court had ordered the parties to file supplemental briefs accordingly, but it 
required that they be filed simultaneously. 
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electronically; that alone warranted the updating of that 1981 issuance.  Third, 

even beyond the electronic transformation of its decisionmaking system, the 

Department had by 2006 inserted an entire new decisionmaking layer into its 

process -- its “Screening Committee” -- the existence and operation of which (i.e., 

until it was abolished in 2007) is the very gravamen of this lawsuit.  Bluntly put, 

anyone familiar with the nature of Honors Program decisionmaking in 2006 would 

know, for multiple reasons, that it likely would involve more than what could 

possibly be contemplated by the Justice Department in 1981.  For defendant to 

rely solely upon -- and the District Court to base its decision dispositively upon -- 

such an un-updated disposition schedule is infirm in the extreme.28 

And as if that were not enough, there is the further specific fact that a 

pertinent records-disposition notice had been issued by the Justice Department in 

2005, approximately one year prior to the deselection records’ destruction, and 

that it provided for a preservation period of two years.  Indeed, on November 7, 

                                                           
28 And even at that, the notion that that 1981 issuance established a clear and 
cognizable federal records delineation, for purposes such as this, strains badly in 
having that document bear more weight than it reasonably can.  For one thing, the 
Privacy Act of 1974 certainly was in effect as of 1981, and defendant has come 
forward with absolutely no evidence that any applicant-identifiable Honors 
Program documents were deemed to be not covered by that statute at the time.  In 
fact, plaintiffs are aware of no instance anywhere within the executive branch in 
which an applicant- or employee-identifiable personnel decisionmaking record is 
not also a federal record subject to regulated disposition. 
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2005, through Order No. 012-2005, the Department of Justice addressed its 

“Honors Program Applicant System, JUSTICE/DAG-004” by specifying that its 

disposition was henceforth to be “adequately covered” by a governmentwide 

NARA disposition schedule:  “The Department of Justice maintains these records 

in accordance with the current disposition schedule for GRS 1.”  70 Fed. Reg. 

69,597 (Nov. 16, 2005).  And disposition schedule GRS 1, in turn, specifically 

pertaining to applications “whether in hard copy or electronic format,” provides as 

follows:   “Cutoff annually.  Destroy 2 years after cutoff.”  General Records 

Schedule 1 (“Civilian Personnel Records”), NARA Transmittal No. 12 (July 

2004), Item 33n. 

This information was indeed submitted to the District Court by plaintiffs in 

their post-argument supplemental brief, but there is absolutely no indication in the 

District Court’s decision that it gave this any consideration whatsoever; rather, it 

cited only the outdated issuance of 1981 and the Justice Department’s manifestly 

post-hoc issuance of 2009.  See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 21-22 (J.A. at ___).  Thus, 

even beyond the level of plain statutory command on the face of the FRA (which 

itself ought to have been sufficient for the District Court to have found a 

preservation duty the breach of which warranted spoliation in this case), the 
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District Court committed further error with respect to specific records-disposition 

issuances.    

C. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED ALSO IN REFUSING          
TO CONSIDER THAT DEFENDANT HAD EFFECTIVELY 
CONCEDED ITS OBLIGATION TO NOT DESTROY THE 
DESELECTION RECORDS. 

 
 Also indiscernible from the face of the District Court’s final decision is that 

plaintiffs presented another distinct legal basis for the imposition of spoliation 

sanctions in this case.  Indeed, the District Court entirely ignored that alternative 

basis for concluding that defendant had a preservation duty for the deselection 

records, as if it did not exist. 

The simple fact is that defendant effectively conceded that the preservation 

of these deselection records was required for a particular governmental process -- 

i.e., the pursuit by plaintiffs of civil service remedies available at the Office of 

Special Counsel.  Defendant necessarily did so when it took the position in this 

case that even as late as June 2008, plaintiffs and other deselectees should have 

exercised those administrative rights rather than file suit.  See Defendant 

Department of Justice’s Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion 

for Summary Judgment and in Support of Defendant’s Cross-Motion for Summary 

Judgment, filed June 27, 2011, at 14-15.  Yet defendant did not preserve the very  
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records that would have been most essential to that process.    

Indeed, in vigorously defending against plaintiffs’ former Bivens claims on 

behalf of the then-individual defendants, defendant joined them in placing 

dispositive emphasis on the “recourse” that they insisted plaintiffs had available to 

them -- i.e., “to file a charge with the Office of Special Counsel” and provide 

“reasonable grounds [for it] to believe that a prohibited personnel action 

occurred.”  Memorandum in Support of Defendant Department of Justice’s Motion 

to Dismiss Second Amended Complaint and United States Statement of Interest 

Supporting Dismissal of Claims Against Individual Defendants, filed Dec. 2, 

2008, at 4-5; see also id. at 35.  And defendant certainly succeeded in making that 

significant argument.29 

 But by the same token, defendant is now firmly on record in this case as 

having effectively contended that the very records at issue in it -- for all 2006 

Honors Program deselectees -- were essential to the pursuit of these touted civil 

service rights.  Surely, any Office of Special Counsel intake officer deems to be 

critical the accused agency’s only records memorializing the improper civil service 

                                                           
29 Indeed, this is exactly what the Court found in reaching its Bivens ruling in this 
case.  See Sept. 2009 Opinion at 13 (J.A. at ___) (“Thus, plaintiffs can petition the 
Office of Special Counsel (‘OSC’) -- although they have elected not to do so as of 
yet -- alleging a ‘prohibited personnel practice.’”).  In effect, defendant (and by 
extension the District Court) was “having it both ways” in this regard. 
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action of which it is being accused.  Yet all of these records were coldheartedly 

burned under the authority of the Chief of Staff to the Deputy Attorney General, 

see, e.g., IG Report at 68-69 (J.A. at ___), an action so irresponsibly preclusive 

that it effectively constituted a de facto denial of the very Office of Special 

Counsel rights upon which defendant so heavily relied for that initially chosen 

litigation objective. 

 This distinct basis for concluding that defendant had a “duty to preserve” in 

this case, entirely independent of its duties under the Federal Records Act or on 

any other ground, was presented to the District Court both during the initial 

summary judgment briefing and in plaintiffs’ supplemental brief as well.  Yet the 

District Court failed even to recognize it.  It thus stands as an additional ground 

compelling reversal of the District Court’s judgment.  

D. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED ALSO IN REFUSING TO 
CONSIDER THAT DEFENDANT, HAVING ALREADY 
COMMITTED GROSS UNDERLYING MISCONDUCT, HAD 
AN OBLIGATION TO NOT DESTROY THE DESELECTION 
RECORDS EVEN ON THAT BASIS ALONE. 

 
Furthermore, even apart from the records-preservation mandate of the 

Federal Records Act, or anything else, the underlying conduct of defendant’s 

Honors Program Screening Committee process in 2006 was so fundamentally 
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unlawful, so deeply violative of basic civil service principles, that the agency 

engaging in it “should have known that the evidence may be relevant to future 

litigation” about it.  Kronisch v. United States, 150 F.3d 112, 126 (2d Cir. 1998).  

Indeed, it is the official position of Department of Justice that this conduct 

“violated [both its own] policies and civil service law,” IG Report at 19 (J.A. at 

___), and a prospective litigation party that does such a thing, especially one 

uniquely aware of federal law and related litigation considerations, should be held 

to the standard of acting accordingly with respect to record preservation.   

In short, there is good reason why the Department of Justice in particular 

should not be heard to so self-servingly act as if it was entirely free to dispose of 

such potentially inculpatory records on the egregious facts of this case.  See, e.g., 

Beaven v. U.S. Dep’t of Justice, 622 F.3d 540, 555 (6th Cir. 2010) (reasoning that 

spoliation inference was “necessary [for] remedial purpose[s]”) (Privacy Act 

case).30   

                                                           
30 Had this record destruction occurred at some minor outpost of the executive 
branch, at an agency far removed from day-to-day legal awareness (so to speak), it 
still would have seemed awfully self-serving.  But for it to have happened in the 
Office of the Deputy Attorney General of the United States, under the authority of 
that Office’s Chief of Staff, is downright unfathomable.  Yet the District Court 
evidently declined even to consider this.  
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 Thus this, too, was a distinct basis for concluding that defendant had a “duty 

to preserve” in this case, entirely independent of its duties under the Federal 

Records Act or on any other ground, and it also was presented to the District Court 

both during the initial summary judgment briefing and in plaintiff’s supplemental 

brief.  See Plaintiffs’ Supplemental Brief at 7-8 n.11.  Yet like plaintiffs’ stated 

position on the legal effect of defendant’s Bivens/Office of Special Counsel 

position above (see Part I.C supra), the District Court again failed even to 

recognize it.  So it, too, now stands as an additional ground compelling reversal of 

the District Court’s judgment.       

E. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN ITS UNDULY NARROW 
APPLICATION OF THE SPOLIATION DOCTRINE UNDER 
THIS COURT’S CONTROLLING PRECEDENT OF 
TALAVERA v. SHAH. 

 
 In an unusual stroke of timing, the spoliation doctrine rose to the level of 

this Court’s attention in an appeal from a decision by the same District Court 

Judge shortly before it was considered for purposes of this case.  In Talavera v. 

Fore, 648 F. Supp. 2d 118 (D.D.C. 2009), the District Court adjudicated a 

complex discrimination case that involved alleged record destruction and a 

spoliation issue in one respect.  See 648 F. Supp. 2d at 133.  Among several other 

rulings in the case, it found “no more than a weak” spoliation inference to be 
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warranted, particularly in the absence of “additional evidence” supporting that 

plaintiff’s claim.  Id. at 133-34. 

On appeal, this Court largely affirmed the District Court’s adjudication but 

as to the one aspect of the case involving the spoliation issue, it reversed.  

Talavera v. Shah, 638 F.3d 303 (D.C. Cir. 2011).  In so doing, it well recognized 

the spoliation doctrine, as “negative evidentiary inference[s] arising from 

spoliation of records,” and it drew upon its previous such decisions in Webb v. 

D.C., 146 F.3d 964, 971, 974-76 (D.C. Cir. 1998), and Shepherd v. American 

Broadcasting Co., 62 F.3d 1469, 1478 (D.C. Cir. 1995), regarding the breath of 

spoliation sanctions, describing them in such ways as to support a dispositive 

sanction in this case.  638 F.3d at 311.  More directly on point here, it also 

favorably discussed the Second Circuit’s decision in Byrnie v. Town of Cromwell, 

Board of Education, 234 F.3d 93, 107-09 (2d Cir. 2001), which contained factual 

elements similar to those involved here.  See 638 F.3d at 311-12.  That precedent, 

too, is thus supportive of plaintiffs’ case. 

The element most similar to those of this case, of course, is the fact that in 

Talavera an agency supervisor destroyed pertinent records, saying that he 

“‘typically destroy[ed] this type of material.’”  638 F.3d at 311 (quoting affidavit; 

alteration in original).  The counterpart in the instant case is Elston’s insistence, 
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vigorously relied upon by defendant below, that this case’s record destruction was 

merely a matter of “his regular practice.”  Defendant’s Spoliation Opposition 

Memorandum at 19.31  Compare Talavera, 648 F, Supp. 2d at 133 (“simply adhere 

to his normal practice”),   

Unquestionably, this Court’s reversal of the District Court in Talavera 

reflected a distinctly broader view of the spoliation doctrine than the District Court 

had initially taken in that case, and it compelled a remand on that one aspect of the 

case in the interest of evidentiary fairness.  See 638 F.3d at 312 (indicating that it 

was “[v]iewing this evidence most favorably to [the plaintiff]”); cf. id. at 314 

(“This case illustrates why district judges typically decline Title VII cases when 

they take senior status.”) (Silberman, J., concurring).  By contrast, however, the 

District Court in this case again took a narrower view of the spoliation doctrine, 

this time through its particular application of the Talavera precedent itself.  See 

Dec. 2011 Opinion at 20, 25-26, 28 (J.A. at ___).  For one thing, it put seemingly 

dispositive weight on the fact that the fact pattern in Talavera included particular 

agency regulations that were specifically violated by the record destruction 

                                                           
31 Such a defense of course flies in the face of the Federal Records Act and its 
implementing regulations (as described in Part I.A supra), but it also was expressly 
repudiated by this Court in Talavera when it pointedly observed that the agency 
regulations that were involved there “do not contain an exception encompassing 
[that supervisor’s] ‘typical’ practice.”  638 F.3d at 312. 
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involved.  Id. at 20 (J.A. at ___).  But there is nothing within Talavera, or the 

counterpart jurisprudence of any other circuit, that requires the existence of such a 

particular regulation (or even an agency-specific written policy) for the spoliation 

doctrine to be fairly available.32 

 What is more, the District Court in this case seized on the fact that in 

Talavera this Court had of course discussed those existing particular regulations, 

and it then proceeded as if that fact, in and of itself, made their existence essential 

to this Court’s ruling; it did so by “reasoning,” at defendant’s urging, that if 

something else such as the Federal Records Act could support a spoliation 

inference (but which it nonetheless surely can), then “the court’s analysis of the 

regulations would have been superfluous.”  Dec. 2011 Opinion at 28 (J.A. at ___); 

see also id. (signaling reasoning effort through use of word “hence”). 

 With much due respect to the District Court, however, such “reasoning” is 

so unrealistic as to risk being seen as specious.  Courts of course will focus on 

elements that are present in a case in their processes of adjudication, but that does 

                                                           
32 Just as it did in the Talavera case, the District Court below here made much of 
the Second Circuit’s decision in Byrnie, in which “a written policy requiring 
document preservation,” 638 F.3d at 311, was present in the case, see Dec. 2011 
Opinion at 20, 25-26 (J.A. at ___).  In so doing, it narrowly proceeded as if that 
element were now absolutely required for the making of any spoliation inference 
under Talavera. 
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not mean than any one discussed element is itself dispositive of an outcome -- at 

least not without a clear articulation of a new, intentionally contoured legal rule.  

Plaintiffs respectfully suggest that in this case the District Court did not manage to 

faithfully apply this Court’s new spoliation precedent within reasonable bounds.  

Rather, it applied an unduly narrow spoliation conception more akin to the very 

one that this Court had found it necessary to reverse. 

 A key element of this Court’s Talavera decision illustrates this perhaps best.  

In reversing, after comparing the particular agency regulations involved with the 

agency actor’s “typical practice,” this Court emphasized (as if with prescience for 

the instant case) that the facts of that case were such that the destroyed records 

“represented [the plaintiff’s] best chance to present direct evidence” proving her 

claim.  638 F.3d at 312 (emphasis added).  Obviously, nothing could be closer to 

the truth in this case; in fact, if there ever existed a quintessential fact pattern for 

the significance of destroyed records to proving admitted violations as to 

particular plaintiffs,33 this is it.  Yet this most significant principle, as pointedly 

                                                           
33 It should not be forgotten that all involved agree -- i.e., both defendant and the 
District Court -- that the Department of Justice did violate the Privacy Act as to at 
least “some” (plaintiffs would say many) of the Honors Program applicants before 
it.  See Dec. 2011 Opinion at 14 (J.A. at ___).  The only question -- left 
unanswered by defendant’s own hand, and now unremedied by the District Court  
-- is which plaintiffs (and putative plaintiffs) in particular were so harmed? 
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articulated by this Court, is nowhere to be found in the District Court’s application 

of Talavera -- despite its potent applicability to the facts of this case.  See, e.g., 

Hynix Semiconductor Inc. v. Rambus Inc., 645 F.3d 1336, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2011) 

(applying “framework of reasonable foreseeability” in reversing denial of 

spoliation sanctions).  

 What this means, in sum, is that the doctrinal lens through which the 

District Court considered spoliation in this case (even limited as it was to the 

realm of the FRA) was unduly narrow and fraught with error as to the correct legal 

standard to begin with -- which all the more so elevates the arguments that have 

been made in Parts I.A and I.B supra.  And this also makes all the more 

compelling the arguments (if they are reached by this Court in the first instance) 

that have been presented in Parts I.C and I.D supra. 

F. THE DISTRICT COURT ALSO ERRED IN REFUSING TO 
CONSIDER APPLYING BROAD EQUITABLE PRINCIPLES 
EVEN APART FROM THE SPOLIATION DOCTRINE UNDER 
THE EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES OF THIS CASE. 

 
 Although defendant only belatedly in this case took the position that its own 

records-destruction conduct should inure to its own advantage, and to plaintiffs’ 

evidentiary disadvantage,34 plaintiffs have consistently taken and maintained the 

position that the fair remedy for this, if not under the formal spoliation doctrine, 
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would be as a matter of broad equitable principles.  See, e.g., Plaintiffs’ Spoliation 

Memorandum at 10-11 & n.15.  Accordingly, that position is maintained as an 

additional ground for this appeal, in the event that this Court for whatever reason 

sees it as more fitting the circumstances of this case than more formal spoliation. 

Suffice to say, therefore, that under the egregious factual circumstances of 

this case it is defendant that should, as an evidentiary matter under longstanding 

equitable principles, bear the brunt of such grossly self-serving action.  See, e.g., 

Simon & Schuster, Inc. v. Members of N.Y. State Crime Victims Bd., 502 U.S. 105, 

119 (1991) (“‘[n]o one shall be permitted to profit by his own fraud, or to take 

advantage of his own wrong . . . .’”).  And the District Court ignored this as well. 

II. THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN DISMISSING OTHER 
PRIVACY ACT SUBSECTION (e) PROVISIONS FROM THIS   
CASE BASED UPON ITS SIMPLISTIC DETERMINATION THAT 
THE DESELECTION RECORDS THAT WERE DESTROYED BY 
DEFENDANT “WERE NEVER ACTUALLY INCORPORATED 
INTO A ‘SYSTEM OF RECORDS’” WITHIN THE PRIVACY ACT’S 
BASIC MEANING. 

 
 Also material to this appeal is the District Court’s erroneous ruling as to 

broad-based Privacy Act applicability in its preliminary decision of September 16, 

2009.   In that decision, it dismissed from the case Counts III-VII of the Second 

Amended Complaint (pertaining to Privacy Act subsections (e)(1), (e)(2), (e)(6), 

                                                           
34 See, e.g., note 21 supra. 
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(e)(9), and (e)(10)) based upon its simplistic view of the Privacy Act’s “system of 

records” requirement -- a view that even the Justice Department’s governmentwide 

policy treatise on the Privacy Act does not endorse.  And this in turn connects to 

the duties placed upon federal agencies by such statutory provisions as to record 

preservation, for spoliation purposes. 

Briefly stated, the District Court erroneously concluded that it was obliged 

by this Court to consider only the objective fact of whether the deselection records 

were, in its words, “actually incorporated into a ‘system of records’” by defendant, 

thus effectively removing the other violated Privacy Act subsections (i.e., other 

than subsections (e)(5) and (e)(7), to which that is irrelevant) from this case.  Sept. 

2009 Opinion at 23 (J.A. at ___) (quoting Maydak v. United States, 363 F.3d 512, 

518 (D.C. Cir. 2004)); see also Memorandum and Order of Nov. 13, 2009, at 4 

(J.A. at ___) (reasoning upon denial of reconsideration in unnecessarily dipolar, 

absolutist terms only, i.e., that “Maydak declined to embrace such potential 

limitless liability”).35   

                                                           
35 In reaching this conclusion, the District Court relied heavily on its perception 
that even in plaintiffs’ view “the records at issue -- internet printouts and 
handwritten notes -- were not incorporated into the Department of Justice’s system 
of records” for all intents and purposes in this case.  Memorandum and Order of 
Nov. 13, 2009, at 3 (J.A. at ___); see also Dec. 2011 Opinion at 10 (J.A. at ___) 
(“because plaintiffs did not allege their files were incorporated”) (emphasis 
added).  What it apparently mistook for that, however, was plaintiffs’ honest 
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 This was erroneous for several reasons.  First, as a matter of direct statutory 

construction, the District Court’s rigidly mechanical interpretation is necessarily 

compelled by neither the Privacy Act’s structure nor its terms.  Second, plaintiffs 

respectfully suggest to this Court, as it did to the District Court below, that it is an 

undue over-reading of Maydak to regard it as having established, sub silentio, such 

a harsh, wide-ranging rule.  And third is the fact that such a rule would be entirely 

contrary to the principles that have guided this Court in issuing the leading 

Privacy Act decisions for the past 30-plus years.  See, e.g., Pilon v. U.S. Dep’t of 

Justice, 73 F.3d 1111, 1118 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (“Recognizing the Act’s varied 

ambiguities, we have consistently turned back ‘neat legal maneuver[s]’ . . . 

attempted by the government that, while literally consistent with the Act’s terms, 

were not in keeping with the privacy-protection responsibilities that Congress 

                                                           
recognition that, as a factual matter, there existed no small legal question about 
what the Department had and had not done in this regard.  So plaintiffs simply 
could not flatly assert in their pleadings that defendant had in fact taken the actual, 
physical “incorporation” step in this case that agencies ordinarily take in 
personnel-hiring matters.  See, e.g., Second Amended Complaint, filed Nov. 13, 
2008, at ¶ 102 (speaking rather of “records which were part of a system of records 
within the meaning of the Privacy Act”).  But that mere semantic difference is no 
real difference at all; it does not mean that defendant had no legal obligation to 
take such a factual step at any point.  Nor does it preclude the legal conclusion that 
the deselection records are properly viewed (at least as a matter of law) as having 
been “functionally” within an appropriate personnel records system regardless of 
their actual physical location. 
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intended to assign to agencies under the Act.”) (emphasis added). 

In fact, the government has not defended this myopic position even in the 

subsequent appellate proceedings in Maydak itself.  See Maydak v. United States, 

630 F.3d 166, 178 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (“in this appeal, the Government does not 

attempt to defend”).  Nor has it embraced it in the subsequent edition of its 

governmentwide Privacy Act guidance treatise.  See United States Department of 

Justice Overview of the Privacy Act of 1974 (“Department of Justice Privacy Act 

Overview”) at 41 (2010 ed.) (citing this decision only as to its actual issue of 

“extend[ing] the holding in Albright” to other Privacy Act subsections); see also 

id. at 23 (“cf. Gerlich v. DOJ, [citation omitted] (concluding without discussing 

that ‘printouts’ of Internet searches regarding [job] candidates’ ‘political and 

ideological affiliations’ constituted ‘records’”)).   

This is most telling -- especially given the longstanding official guidance 

role that the Justice Department plays for the Privacy Act’s implementation 

governmentwide -- and accordingly it should weigh quite heavily in this appeal.  

Accord United States v. Project on Gov’t Oversight, 616 F.3d 544, 551 (D.C. Cir. 

2010) (reasoning that “nothing bars us from regarding [the Justice Department’s 

legal policy] views as more persuasive than those expressed in the Department’s 
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appellate brief”).36 

In sum, the District Court should have recognized the Privacy Act’s broad 

applicability to the deselection records in this case -- lest it be circumvented by 

effortless agency action (or inaction) -- and it then should have considered the 

Privacy Act itself as an independent requirement of record protection and 

preservation (and as a distinct basis for a spoliation inference) on the particularly 

atypical facts of this case.37 

III. ADDITIONALLY, THE CLASS OF APPLICANTS SIMILARLY 
SITUATED TO PLAINTIFFS CONTAINS PUTATIVE PLAINTIFFS 
WHO BY DEFINITION FALL WITHIN THE DISTRICT COURT’S 
CATEGORY OF INJURED PARTIES EVEN WITHOUT ANY 
EQUITABLE INFERENCE DRAWN IN THEIR FAVOR. 

 
Even apart from any of the foregoing, plaintiffs respectfully urge the Court 

                                                           
36 Frankly, if federal agencies were to suddenly subscribe to the District Court’s 
hypertechnical view of this here, based on its mechanical reading of the language 
actually used by this Court in a particular context (and toward a particular end) in 
Maydak, see 363 F.3d at 518, that would be a prescription for unilateral agency 
action in blatant and unrestrained violation of the law.  Indeed, this appeal is the 
perfect vehicle for this Court to finally make this critical point clear. 
 

 
37 For instance, subsection (e)(10) of the Privacy Act requires “physical safeguards 
to insure the security” of records in order to “protect against . . . unfairness to any 
individual.”  And subsection (e)(9) requires all agencies to “establish rules of 
conduct” and to “instruct” their employees (perhaps especially their high-level 
political officials) on the Act’s requirements, lest they be self-servingly ignored to 
the public’s detriment.  Under the highly abusive facts of this case, a spoliation-
related “duty to preserve” could if necessary be inferred from such related 
statutory commands. 
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to bear in mind that this is a case in which, regardless of the District Court’s most 

recent rulings, there do exist persons who have irrefutable causes of action here; 

indeed, the District Court itself effectively acknowledged this.  What this means is 

that in addition to everything demonstrated above that compels the imposition of 

spoliation sanctions (or broader equitable inferences) in this case, there also 

remains the inescapable fact that defendant did definitely injure (i.e., with 100% 

certainty) at least some (even if not all 170) members of this case’s potential 

class.   

To be sure, this putative class is not now formally before the Court; only its 

class representatives are.  This is because the District Court, in the exercise of its 

discretion, chose against “procedural leniency” in that one instance and rejected 

plaintiffs’ class certification motion without reaching its merits.  But the strength 

and applicability of their position is no less compelling, in that it goes to the very 

core of what the District Court ultimately held -- i.e., that ruling would be entirely 

incompatible with the presence here of a full class.  (Appellants have appealed the 

District Court’s denial of class certification on behalf of that putative class, and 

they even sought to do so on an interlocutory basis because of this very connective 

point; this Court denied that earlier appeal, but only insofar as it declined to 
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exercise its discretion to entertain it at that time under Federal Rule of Civil 

Procedure 23(f)).  

The District Court effectively elided this in denying class certification, 

entirely on threshold procedural grounds, which plaintiffs respectfully maintain 

was an abuse of its discretion for the reasons fully set forth in support of their 

interlocutory petition in In re Saul, Misc. No. 10-8003 (J.A. ___; J.A. ___) 

(pointing out that District Court actually had ordered plaintiffs’ class certification 

motion to be filed, that it had misapplied existing law, and that it had mistakenly 

balanced all equities involved).  Plaintiffs very respectfully now ask this Court to 

consider those reasons (which anticipatorily addressed the “procedural merits” of 

their denied class certification motion) for purposes of this appeal.38 

IV. THE DISTRICT COURT FURTHER ERRED IN FAILING TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND EFFECTUATE THE UNDERLYING 
PURPOSES OF THE PRIVACY ACT AS RECOGNIZED BY THE 
SUPREME COURT AND IN THE PRECEDENTS OF THIS COURT. 

 
 Lastly, plaintiffs respectfully suggest that this Court should consider all of 

                                                           
38 As to this case’s putative class, plaintiffs have a strong, good-faith reason to 
believe that, as with at least two-thirds of themselves, literally dozens of their 
fellow Honors Program applicants in 2006 in fact were the subjects of actual 
Internet searching (and in many instances more than that) conducted by McDonald 
-- all of whom share equally in the probability that they were among the parties 
actually injured in this case, and who collectively (as reflected in thousands of 
pages of preliminary “Internet search” records) stand as the antithesis of the 
District Court’s ruling. 
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the above in light of the strong, remedial purposes that the Privacy Act serves.  In 

addition to relatively recent Supreme Court emphasis on “fairness” in the Privacy 

Act’s remedial provisions,39 the jurisprudence of this Court is replete with 

recognition of the Privacy Act’s powerful purpose of encouraging exactly that in 

agency recordkeeping.  See, e.g., Dickson v. OPM, 828 F.2d 32, 38-39 (D.C. Cir. 

1987) (recognizing that the Privacy Act establishes “a duty of record keeping 

fairness[;] . . . the general purpose of the Act [is] to promote fairness in record 

keeping”); see also Department of Justice Privacy Act Overview at 116 (quoting 

Doe v. United States, 821 F.2d 694, 699 (D.C. Cir. 1987), in noting that 

“subsections (e)(5) and (g)(1)(C) ‘establish[] as the record-keeper’s [sic] polestar, 

“fairness” to the individual about whom information is gathered’”).  

 An important way in which this is accomplished, this Court repeatedly has 

held, is through the rejection of “hypertechnical interpretation[s]” of the Privacy 

Act that “make little sense in terms of its underlying purpose.”  Bartel v. FAA, 725 

F.2d 1403, 1409 (D.C. Cir. 1984); see also, e.g., Tijerina v. Walters, 821 F.2d 789, 

797-98 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (rejecting “[t]he agency’s efforts to elude civil liability for 

                                                           
39 See FAA v. Cooper, 132 S. Ct. 1441, 1450 (Mar. 28, 2012) (highlighting 
“unfairness” element of Privacy Act subsection (e)(10)); Doe v. Chao, 540 U.S. at 
629 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (observing that the Privacy Act imposes on agencies 
an obligation to maintain records “needed to determine fairly” an individual’s 
qualifications). 
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violations of statutory duties which cannot be shirked under the Act,” where “[t]he 

interpretation offered by the government would give agencies license to defang 

completely” the Act’s prohibitions).   

Indeed, stated very briefly here, courts must be mindful of this because 

otherwise “an official could circumvent” the law.  Bartel v. FAA, 725 F.2d at 1409 

(decrying government’s attempted “absolute policy of limiting Act’s coverage”); 

see also Tijerina, 821 F.2d at 798 (refusing to believe “Congress intended [federal 

agencies] to be able to elude civil liability at their caprice”).  Yet in this case, the 

District Court seemed to be completely unmindful of all of this, not once even 

paying lip service to the principles by which Privacy Act cases are properly 

adjudicated.   

Hence, this is one more, overarching, reason for reversal in this case.40 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reverse the decisions below and 

remand with instructions for the entry of judgment for plaintiffs on the case’s    

 

                                                           
40 In like fashion, the District Court below paid absolutely no heed to the need for 
a strong “deterrent” in this case -- compare, e.g., Doe v. Chao, 540 U.S. at 645 
(Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (emphasizing Privacy Act’s role in “deterring 
violations”) -- even given this case’s exceptionally extreme facts.  But see also 
note 8 supra.  
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established record. 

       Respectfully submitted,    

                /s/ Daniel J. Metcalfe                   
Dated:  July 23, 2012                                      DANIEL J. METCALFE 
       Counsel for Plaintiffs-Appellants  
       4801 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.  
       Washington, D.C.  20016 
       (301) 509-2300 
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